Benefits of PLEXI-melt

PLEXI-melt is an innovative high strength, low density, protective packaging used to contain Crafco hot-applied sealants and mastics that quickly and thoroughly melts into the material at normal operating temperatures without affecting product installation characteristics or specification performance.

- PLEXI-melt eliminates the need for traditional cardboard boxes or metal containers!
- Saves Money! The need for an extra crew member is eliminated!
- Shape of PLEXI-melt block melts 58% faster than traditional containers of mastic/sealant material
- Easy to handle! Simply add PLEXI-melt block directly into the melter
- Fast melting packaging is made from an extremely lightweight yet durable material
- Does NOT affect mastic/sealant specification
- Promotes Safety. Each PLEXI-melt package is labeled with OSHA and GHS requirements
Benefits of using PLEXI-melt

More convenient to transport & store
Whether you are transporting a pallet or individual blocks, PLEXI-melt’s low profile package makes it easier and safer for you to transport material to your job site(s).
• A full 10” shorter, a pallet of PLEXI-melt has a low profile and is easy to store
• PLEXI-melt packaging is both sun and water-resistant allowing it to be stored up to one year outdoors

Easy to Use
PLEXI-melt patented designed packaging allows users to drop the whole package into the melter, moving directly from the pallet to the melter, eliminating the time and labor needed to open cardboard boxes or metal containers, and remove the sealant/mastic. The PLEXI-melt packaging melts completely, preventing messy clogs and potential down time.
• No cardboard or metal contamination
• Environmentally friendly - waste is eliminated

Block sizes work with all melters
It’s ideal for all Crafco direct-fire or oil-jacketed melters and there’s no need to purchase additional upgrades or equipment.

Does not affect the sealant
PLEXI-melt uses the smallest amount of meltable packaging available (less than 0.50% of total package weight). At Crafco, we formulate our high-quality material so that customer specifications are met or exceeded.

Order your products or schedule a demonstration today!
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